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Communicated by the Editors 
In a general multiparameter setup, this paper proves an optimality property of 
Rao’s test, in terms of maximization of “average” third-order power under con- 
tiguous alternatives, within a very wide class of tests that includes the likelihood 
ratio and Wald’s tests. The use of a new kind of polynomials, analogous to Hermite 
polynomials, is helpful in the derivation of the results. (0 1990 Academic press, IX 
1. INTRODUCTION AND SOME NOTATION 
This paper is in continuation of Mukerjee [4], where in a multi- 
parameter setting considering a very large class of tests it was shown that 
under contiguous alternatives, unlike in the one-parameter case, identity of 
power up to the first order may not imply that up to the second order. It 
was also shown that all tests in the family have the same average second- 
order power along spherical contours around the null hypothetical value. 
Hence, if such average power be the criterion, then all tests in the family 
become equivalent up to the second order of comparison and a third-order 
comparison becomes essential. The present paper considers this problem 
and proves an optimality property of Rao’s test in terms of maximization 
of average third-order power. For a literature review and also for further 
references see Mukerjee [4, 51. 
Let (Xn}, n 2 1, be a sequence of i.i.d., possibly vector-valued random 
variables with a common density f(x, f3), where 8 E ap, or an open subset 
thereof. Consider the problem of testing ZZ,: 8 = OO against 6 # do. The per 
observation information matrix at 00, say S, will be supposed to be 
positive definite. Then without loss of generality (if necessary, by a 
reparametrization-see Mukerjee [4]) it may be assumed that 9 = Z, the 
p x p identity matrix. The following notation will be helpful. 
For 1 $ i, U, S, t d p, let 
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Hli = n -1’2 f a log f(X,, &)/Mj, 
J=l 
H2iu=n-1’2 i {8logf(& e”)/ae,ae,-I~,“)}, 
j=l 
where li,“‘=E,,{a210gf(Xj, 0,)/~?tI,83,>, 
The following regularity condition will be used: 
y ;t 1, + y 1’.‘, + y ‘,t ;.,, + y ;;; + y 1i.J = 0 (1 66 24~6~). (1.1) 
Also as the per observation information matrix at 8, is assumed to be 
equal to Z, the standard regularity conditions imply that I I,“’ = -1 if i= u 
and =0 if i # U. Let H, be a p x 1 vector with the ith element given by H,, 
(1 < i < p) and let Hz be a p x p matrix with the (i, u)th element given by 
H2iu (1 6 i, u < p), Let rI, T2, rj be p x p2 matrices such that for 1 6 i < p, 
their ith rows are given by 
y$, . . . . y$), . . . . 7:;;) and 
(yj!;,, . . . . yiti,, . . . . yi!:,, . . . . ri!;,), (yi:/, . . . . 
(yiii, . . . . y$, . . . . yj$‘, . . . . y$), respectively. 
We shall consider contiguous alternatives of the form e(n) = B0 + ~““6, 
where n is the sample size. For 1 6 i, u, s d p, let 
I, = E~,~, 182 log f(x,, www ah 
bus = 4,, 183 log fw,, wwe, ah ae,h 
v,~= ~1’2 i a i0g f(x,, e(n))pei, 
j=l 
n 
v2iu=n-l/2 c {a2i0gf(xj, e(n))pejae,-lju}, 
j=l 
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Let V, be a p x 1 vector with ith element Vii, V, be a p x p matrix with 
(i, u)th element VziU and V, be a p x p2 matrix with ith row ( VXill, . . . . 
T/3ilp, “-3 v3ipl 3 .-.Y vjjpp) (1 < i, u < p). 
It is assumed that all the expectations defined above exist. 
2. THE MAIN RESULT 
Consider a family %O of test procedures as described below. For con- 
tiguous alternatives O(n) = 8,, + nP1j2d and for every test in %0, a set dn, 
with P,(,,(s4,) = 1 + o(n-‘) uniformly over compact subsets of 6, can be 
obtained (cf. Chandra and Joshi [l]) such that over & the test is given 
by a critical region of the form 
T:,Tn>z2+n-“2b,+n-1co+o(n-1), (2.1) 
where 
0) z2 is the upper a-point of a chi-square variate with p degrees of 
freedom, 
T,,=H,+n-1’2(Q’1’+b)+nP’(Q’2’+c), 
Q(“=uH2H,+B(H,@H ) 1 3 
Q”‘= (Qp+l, . . . . QzJ’, Qi= gi(Qil, *a.> Qir,) 
(p+ 1 di62p), (2.2) 
j=l 
(1 <s<ri, p+ 1 di<2p), 
@ denotes Kronecker product, the gi( .) are polynomials and the qis( .) are 
such that 
Ef?(4is(Xj)) = PisCe) ve (lGSGri,p+l6i<2p), (2.3) 
which are assumed to exist; 
(ii) the scalar a and the elements of the p x p2 matrix B in the 
expression for Q(l) are non-stochastic and free from n; 
(iii) the scalars b,, cO and the elements of the p x 1 vectors 6, c are 
constants, free from n, to be so determined that the test has size a + o(n-‘) 
and is locally unbiased up to o(n - ’ ). 
Note that a, B, the Q,‘s and the qiS’s (1 <S < ri, p + 1~ i < 2~) depend on 
the particular test in %O under consideration. In the one-parameter case, 
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Chandra and Mukerjee [2] considered a class of tests similar to &. The 
family &,, which is a subclass of the family 9 considered in Mukerjee [4], 
is very rich and includes the likelihood ratio, Rao’s and Wald’s tests (see 
Mukerjee [4] and also Chandra and Joshi [l] for the case p = 1)-for the 
last two with modifications to make them locally unbiased up to o(n- I). 
From (2.2), note that Q(l) is of the form Q(l)= (Qr, . . . . QP)‘, where by 
the definition of H, and H, one can express Qi as Qi = gi(Qil, . . . . Qirt) with 
Q, = n-r” Cy=, (q,(zYi) - b,(O,)), the gi( .) being polynomials and the 
q;.Y(. ) being such that E,(q,(Xj)) = p,(O), t/8 (1 d s Q T;, 1 < i < p). Also 
recall that Q (2) is given by (2.2), (2.3). For 16s~ ri. 1 < i<2p, let 
Let V, and HtiU be as defined in Section 1. The following assumptions are 
made. Since we are working with polynomials in sample means, these 
should not be hard to verify. 
ASSUMPTION 1. (i) The joint characteristic function of ( V;, Qfl, . . . . Q;,)', 
l<i<2p, under O,,, admits an expansion up to o(n 112) and for that 
adequately many moments exist. 
(ii) The joint characteristic function of (C, Z-G,, . . . . H2*lp, . . . . 
ff$,pl, . . . . H&v Qi’i, . . . . Q:,)‘, 1 < i< 2p, under 8,, admits an expansion up to 
o( 1) and for that adequately many moments exist. 
ASSUMPTION 2. For 1 6 i < 2p, EO(,,(Qi) exist and for 1 < i, u, s < p, 
EB(,,,(QiQ,), Esc,,(QiH2,,) exist. Also the following can be calculated, up to 
the stated orders of approximation, using the expansions for characteristic 
functions considered in Assumption 1: 
EBc,,(Qi) = C,(S) + n- 1i2M,(6) + o(n-‘j2) (1 <i<2p), 
E,(n,(QiQu) = N,(d) + W-“2) (1 <i<p), 
4dQiH2us) = R,,(6)+ Wn-1’2) (l<i,u,sdp), 
where the C,(S), Mi(6), N,(6), and R,,(6) are free from n. 
Since each gi( .) is a polynomial, it follows from (2.2) that for each i, u, s, 
Ci(S), Mi(6), N,(6), R,,(6) are polynomials (see the appendices in Muker- 
jee [4, 51). Let C”‘(6), C2’(6), M”‘(6), M(2’(6) be p x 1 vectors such that 
for 1 <i<p, their ith elements are given by C,(S), C,+,(S), Mi(6), 
MP+i(6), respectively. Also let N(6) be a p x p matrix with (i, u)th element 
N,(6) and R(6) be a pxp’ matrix with ith row (Ri,,(6), . . . . &,,(a), . . . . 
Rip,(d), ...) Rip,(d)), 1 < i, u < p. 
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In order to derive the (local) power function, note that by a formal 
expansion (see Chandra and Joshi [ 1 ] when p = 1) 
where 
v= v, -n--‘/2v26+ (2n)-’ V,(6@6), (2.4) 
Vi, V,, I/, are as in Section 1 and the p x 1 vectors m, = m,(6), m2 = m,(6) 
are free from n but may involve 6. In particular, by the regularity condi- 
tion (1.1 ), it can be shown that (cf. Chandra and Joshi [ 1 ] for the case 
p= 1) with 6= (6,, . . . . hP)‘, the ith (1~ i 6 p) element of m,(6) equals 
mli(d) = & 1 f 6u63(Yjij + Yi!ls). (2.5) 
u,s= 1 
ASSUMPTION 3. The characteristic function of V, under O(n), admits an 
expansion up to o(n -‘) and for that adequately many moments exist. 
Since the per observation information matrix at 0, equals the identity 
matrix, one obtams Es(,t ( V) = 0 and disp,,,)( V) = I + O(n - ‘j2). Hence by 
Assumption 3 let 
Eo(n)(eS’v) = e5’5’2[ 1 + n-“‘L:((, 6) + n-‘I$(& S)] + o(n-‘), (2.6) 
where 5 = (tl, . . . . &)’ = (it l, . . . . it,)‘, i2= -1, and L:(<, a), Lz(i;, 6) are 
polynomials in 5 and 6 which are free from n (cf. Chandra and Joshi [ 1 ] 
for the case p = 1). In particular, proceeding as in Chandra and Joshi [ 1 ] 
it follows after some algebra that 
(2.7) 
From (2.1), (2.2), (2.4), (2.6) and Assumptions 1,2, the following lemma 
can be proved. 
LEMMA 1. EO,,,(eS’Tn) = et’a+e’u2[l + K’/~x~(& 6) + n-‘x2(<, d)] + 
o(n-I), where 
wo(ti 6) = G(5,d) + (5’m,(Q) Li+Yi;, 6) + 4(LT’m,(d))2 + t’m,(d), 
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and rl and r2 are as defined in Section 1. 
Mukerjee [5] proved Lemma 1 in the one-parameter case. In the multi- 
parameter case a proof of Lemma 1 up to o(npl”) is available in Mukerjee 
[4]. The proof of the present version of the lemma which follows along 
similar line but with much more algebra is omitted here to save space. 
From Lemma 1 by a formal Edgeworth expansion, the (local) power func- 
tion of the test procedure (2.1) is given by 
x fi $(vi-~i)dy+o(n-l), 
i=l 
(2.8) 
where #( .) is the standard univariate normal density, D = (8/+, , . . . . a/@,) 
is a vector of partial differentiation operators, y = (y,, . . . . y,)’ and the 
integral is over the region { y : y’y > z2 + n - ‘12b0 + n - ‘co}. It is assumed 
that the formal Edgeworth expansion considered here is valid. 
In order to simplify (2.8) further, note that m,(6), m,(6), L:(<, 6), 
L:(<, 6) as in (2.4), (2.6), and hence L,(<, 6), W,(& 6) as in the statement 
of Lemma 1 are the same for all tests in the family S$. Also for 12 0 and 
positive integral o, let k,,( .) and K,,( .) represent respectively the p.d.f. 
and the c.d.f. of a possibly non-central chi-square variate with o degrees of 
freedom and non-centrality parameter 2. Then from (2.8) and the expres- 
sions for x1( ., . ) and x2( ., . ) as in Lemma 1 it follows after some algebra 
that 
P=PO(6)+n-1’2P,(G)+n~‘P2(6)+o(n-1), (2.9) 
where P,(S) (j = 0, 1, 2) are free from n and are given by 
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pot4 = 1 - &.,(z2), (2.10a) 
P,(s)= w(‘, Z*)+~(S)-bokp,l(Z2)-(b’s) dK,,,(Z2), (2.10b) 
P*(d)= i: h,(S)+ i w;(s) (2.1Oc) 
j=O j=l 
with 13 = 6’6, 
W(S,z’)= [- [ (-D)‘C’l’(S-D) fi f+d(yi-si)dy, (2.1 la) J ‘1s i= 1 
Q(S,=~-~ L,(-QS) fi (6(yi-s;)& 
s i=l 
dK”,,(Z2) = K”,2,,(Z2) - K”,A(Z2), 
s= {y: y’y>z2}, 
h,(6) = - Ccok,,Az2)+ ~b~{~~&*)/~z2}1, 
h,(6) = b,{mqS, z2)/dz2}, 
h,(6) = -bo(b’@ &,Az2), 
dk,,,;.(z’) = k u+ 2,j.tZ2) - k,,tz’), 
Wj+(S)=j...J W,(-D,S) fi ~(yi-s,)dy 
s i= I 
(2.11b) 
(2Slc) 
(2.1 Id) 
(2.1 le) 
(2.11f) 
(2.1 k) 
(2.11h) 
(1 f j<9), (2.1 li) 
and h,(6) is the same for all tests in the family Fo. Note that the Wj( ., .) 
in (2.11i) are as in Lemma 1. The relations (2.10a), (2.10b) were derived in 
Mukerjee [4]. The derivation of (2.1Oc) is similar. The conditions of size 
and local unbiasedness up to o(n-‘) and hence up to o(~‘/~) imply that 
P,(O)=O, {~P1(6)/&3i}s=o=0 (l<i<~) so that by (2.10b) and proceed- 
ing as in Mukerjee [4], 
W(0, z’) + Q(0) - b,k,,,(z’) = 0, (2.12a) 
{~ws,z2)/~sj}s=o+ {~S2(s)/as,},~,-b,dK,,,(z2)=0 
(1 <i<p) (2.12b) 
If one substitutes the unique solutions for b, and b = (b,, . . . . bp)‘, as 
available from (2.12a), (2.12b), in (2.10b) then as shown in Mukerjee [4], 
unlike in the one-parameter case, P,(6) may not remain the same for all 
tests in the family F0 but for every A> 0, the average of P,(6) along 6’6 = 1 
is the same for all, tests in the family. Hence, if average power in the above 
sense be the criterion, then in order to discriminate among tests in Fo, one 
has to consider the third-order power P,(6) given by (2.10~). 
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To that effect, for every II > 0, let P,(A) be the average of P2(8) along the 
sphere 6’6 = A (cf. relation (2.5) in Mukerjee [4]). Let 7 be a p* x 1 vector 
with (ii)th element unity for each i (1 < i< p) and all other elements zero 
(e.g., if p = 3 then 1 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1)‘). Similarly, let Z;, be a p2 x p2 
matrix with (iu, st)th element rP!,, (1 Q i, U, s, t d p) which are as defined 
in Section 1. Since the per observation information matrix at 6, equals the 
identity matrix, it is easy to see that the dispersion matrix of 
8 log f(Xj, Q,)/‘aQi (1 6 i < p) and a2 log f(X,, oo)/a@, 80, (1 < u, s < p), 
under 8,, is given by 
C= 
( 
I I-1 
r; c,-11’ > 
(2.13) 
r, being as in Section 1. Then the p2 x p* non-negative definite (n.n.d.) 
matrix 
&=.z~-ll’-r;r, (2.14) 
represents a generalized version of Efron’s curvature at B0 (Efron [3]) in 
the multiparameter case. 
Let I’, be a p x p2 matrix with ith row (yi’.),, . . . . y’,‘.)ip, . . . . ~b’.)~~, .. . . ~b’.)ip) 
(1 <i<p) and 
B*=B+ar,, (2.15) 
where B and a are as in (2.2). Let the ith row of the p x p* matrix B* be 
(bi*,,, . . . . bi*,,, . . . . b$,, . . . . b&,) (1 <i,<p) and 
b(ius) = b,*,, + bj+& + b,*i, + b,*,, + b,*, + bzSi (1 <i, u,s<p). (2.16) 
We are now in a position to state the following theorem which is the main 
result of this paper and has been proved in Section 3. 
THEOREM 1. For any test in the family PO and for every i > 0, 
P,(A) = P,,(A) + Au+ O(A’), 
where p,,-,(A) is the same for all tests in the family, U = U, - U,, 
ZJ, =p-1k,+2[al’EOY - a2z2(p + 2)-’ { 7’,ZOl + 2 tr(Z,)} J, 
Uz=GW’k,+, 
and for every positive integral v, k, = k,,-,(z’). 
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Permutation invariance of b(ius) and Cauchy-Schwarz inequality show 
that U2 20, so that U < U,. Also, the n.n.d.-ness of C, implies that for 
fixed a, U, < 0 whenever z2 is sufficiently large, provided a does not depend 
on z2 (i.e., provided a does not depend on the test size a). Thus if S,* be 
a subclass of F0 consisting of those tests in Y0 for which a does not depend 
on the test size then for each test in 9: one obtains U < 0 whenever z2 is 
sufficiently large (i.e., whenever the test size CI is sufficiently small). In fact, 
if C, be non-null then it is easily seen that for every test in S,* with a # 0, 
U is strictly negative for sufficiently small CI. 
The family 9: is quite rich and includes, in particular, the likelihood 
ratio, Wald’s and Rao’s tests with a = 4, Q = 1, and a = 0, respectively. For 
Rao’s test a = 0, B = 0, so that U = URao (say) = 0. As such by the above 
discussion, for each test in F;o*, one obtains U< URao for sufficiently small 
tl with strict inequality if a # 0 and Z, is non-null. In this sense, Rao’s test 
is optimal in 9: and hence superior to the likelihood ratio and Wald’s 
tests in particular. 
Rao’s test, however, is not optimal in the above sense in the entire class 
F0 or in the larger class of tests 6 considered in Mukerjee [4]. Examples 
in this regard can be worked out along the line of Mukerjee [S]. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
The explicit expressions for b0 and b = (b,, . . . . bp)‘, as given by (2.12a), 
(2.12b), will be required for the proof. This, in turn, necessitates the evalua- 
tion of Q(6) and W(6, z’). From (2.5), (2.7), (2.11b) and the expression for 
L,(<, 6) as in Lemma 1, 
a(s)=CC i yj.z:6iS,6, ~d3Ep,~(Z2)+~A2Kp,~(Z2) 
i,u,s= 1 ( > 
+ f c f Y~$m2&,,(Z2) + ARp,,(z2)) 
,,u= 1 
where for positive integral u, 
R v+2,n(z2)-KKu,Jz2). 
KU,n(z2) = 1 - K,,(z’) and dR,,(z2) = 
The detailed derivation of (3.1), which follows along 
the line of Mukerjee [4, see the derivation of (4.6) or (5.9)] is omitted here 
to save space. By (3.1), 
Q(O) = 0, iancs,/abi,,=,=; i r:34,+2,,(z2)) 
s=l 
(1 <i<p). (3.2) 
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By Assumptions 1,2 and the definition of Q”’ (see (2.2)), using simple 
regularity conditions, it can be seen that 
c’1’(6)=E[aY*Z+B(ZOZ)] 3 (3.3) 
where Z = (Z,, . . . . Z,)‘, Y* is a p x p matrix with (i, u)th element Y,, 
(1 6 i, u Q p) and with the p2 x 1 vector Y defined as Y = (Y,, , . . . . YIP, . . . . 
Y P,, . . . . Y,,)‘, the joint distribution of (Z’, Y’)’ is multivariate normal with 
mean vector (Z, r, )’ 6 and dispersion matrix C, where L is given by (2.13) 
and I is the p x p identity matrix. Since 
y*z= (ZOZ’) Y, (3.4) 
keeping Z conditionally fixed it follows from (3.3) that C’“(6)= 
E[B*(Z@Z)], where B* is as in (2.15). Hence it can be shown that 
C”‘(6) = (C,(6), . . . . C,(d))‘, where for 1 <i< p, 
Cj(S) = f: bEu+C i b,2,6,6,. (3.5) 
u=l u.s= I 
Hence, proceeding as in Mukerjee [4], it follows from (2.11a), after a 
considerable algebra, that 
W(& z’)= cc f b,*,,6,6,6, A&+z,J,z2) 
i,u.s= I 
b(iiu)d, A&,+2.i(z2), (3.6) 
where the b(iiu)‘s are as in (2.16). From (3.6) 
W(0, z2) = 0, 
{awl4 ‘2)ia6i}a=o=~AK,,2,0(;2, (fJ b(.wi)), l<i<p. (3.7) 
s=l 
From (2.12a), (2.12b), (3.2), (3.7), b. and b= (b,, . . . . bP)’ are given by 
b, = 0, 
bj=k A&,+,,,(z2) i (b(iuu)+y~~~)/AlY,.0(z2) (l<i<p) (3.8) 
u=l 
recalling that b(h) and y$zJ are invariant under permutation of i, u, s. 
For 0 <j< 3, let h,(n) be the average of h,(S) along 6’6 = 1. Then h,(n) 
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is the same for all tests in the family & and by (2.1 le)-(2.1 lg), (3.6), (3.8), 
it may be seen that 
h,(l) = -c&,,,(z2), f32(L)=O, h,(i) = 0. (3.9) 
For 16 j< 9, let P:(A) be the average of W,+(6) along 6’6 = A, where 
W:(6) is defined by (2.11i). 
With W,( ., .) as in Lemma 1, from (2.7) and (2.1 li), it can be seen that 
w:(s)=C i: bJ$,‘, 
i,u= I [ 
$1 +6;+26f)d~~p,j~(z’) 
+ f (S”, + 6;) A’&, j.(z2) 
1 
+ Res, (3.10) 
where in (3.10) and the rest of the paper “Res” stands for terms involving 
6 whose average along 6’6 = A is CI(A’). The derivation of (3.10) is again 
along the line of Mukerjee [4]. By (3.10) 
(3.11) 
Similarly with W,( ., .), W,( ., .), W,( ., .), as in the statement of Lemma 1, 
it can be seen from (2.5) and (2.11i) that 
K?(d) =; ,$ bf A&,(z*) + C i bib,di6, d2Kp,,(z2) , 
[ ,=l i,u=l 1 w:(6) = (C’6) dam. j,(Z*), 
so that 
@?(4 = ;(b’b)[A&;.(z2) + Ap-’ d2if,,,(z2)]. (3.12) 
F7’3”(i) = 0, (3.13) 
@“?(A) =i W’ dKp,j.(Z’) 1 i bi(yizg! + y)!:,) + O(it*). (3.14) 
i.u= 1 1 
Also with W,( ., .), I+‘,( ., .) as in the statement of Lemma 1, analogously 
to the proof of Theorem 2 in Mukerjee [4], it follows from (2.1 li) that 
few = CYO) ~,,;.(z2)/~,,o(z2), 
K?(J) = WaO) &&2)/&&2). 
(3.15) 
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Next, to evaluate @ii:(n), note that with W,( ., .) as in the statement of 
Lemma 1, W,(L 6)= W,,(t, 6)- W,At, d), where 
W,,(L 6) = @w + O(S + 513 W,2((, 6) = f<‘N(S + 5) 6. (3.16) 
Hence by (2.1 Ii), W:(S) = W:,(S) - W,*,(S), where 
w,*,(s)+.l’ W,A-RS) f-I Kv,-S,)dY (i= 1,2), (3.17) 
s I=1 
the integral being over the region S defined by (2.1 Id). For i = 1,2, let 
@Ti(,I) be the average of WTi(6) along 6’6 = 1. Then 
P’:(A) = lTy,(q - W,*,(l). (3.18) 
As in the proof of Theorem 2 in Mukerjee [4], it follows from (3.16), 
(3.17) that 
@?I(4 = vi,(O) ~p.,w~p.0(z2). (3.19) 
Now to calculate @*(A), one requires to find N(6). By Assumptions 1, 2, 
and the definitions of N(6) and Q(l), it follows analogously to (3.3) (see 
also (3.4)) that 
N(s)=E[{a(z@Z’) Y+B(Z@Z)}{a(z~Z’) Y+B(Z@Z)}‘], (3.20) 
where the joint distribution of (Z’, Y’)’ is multivariate normal with mean 
vector (I, r,)’ 6 and dispersion matrix C which is specified by (2.13). 
Taking conditional expectation with respect to Y, keeping Z conditionally 
fixed, it follows from (3.20) that 
N(S)=E[a2(Z@Z’)C,(Z@Z)+B*(Z@Z)(ZC3Z)’B*’], (3.21) 
where C, and B* are as in (2.14) and (2.15), respectively. Partition C,, as 
[ 
Cl, c,2 
C,= c2, z22 
Zpl CP2 
. . 
. . 
. 
=I, 
=, 
c PP I 
(3.22) 
where C, is p x p (1 <i, u < p). Recalling that Z is p-variate normal with 
mean vector S and dispersion matrix Z, 
E(Z’C,Z) = tr(E,) + S’C,6 (1 <i,u<p). (3.23) 
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Also for non-negative integers s,, . . . . sP, 
(3.24) 
where Z = (Z,, . . . . Z,)’ and as in Mukerjee [4], for j= 0, 1, 2, . . . . the 
polynomials G., ( .) which are analogous to the Hermite polynomials are 
defined by 
As stated in Lemma 3 in Mukerjee [4] for non-negative integral j and for 
any scalar 6,, 
#(X-6o)=X’$(X-6,). (3.25) 
Denoting the (i, u)th element of N( .) by NJ .), it follows from 
(3.21)-(3.25) that 
Niu(6-D) fi d(.Y,-6,)=N~~‘(.Y, 6)+Ni,2’(y, h), (3.26) 
t=l 
where 
Ni~)(Y,6)=u2{tr(Ci~)+(6-D)'Cj~(S-D)} fi d(y,--d,), (3.27) 
r=l 
N1,2’(YY ‘)=CCC i b&bZuK,YjY3YuYw, fi d(Ytp6t)2 (3.28) 
j ,  s, u, w = 1 I=1 
and the b$ are the elements of B* (cf. (2.15) (2.16)). Recall that D= 
~p;;,‘,,.~,), 
D )‘, where Di=a/ayi (1 GiGp). Then by (3.16), (3.17) (3.26) 
w,*,(S)=;C i j...~~(-Di)s,wda-D) fi cG-~,)~Y 
i,u=l r=l 
= wk(4 + ~?*,*(~)~ (3.29) 
where 
W,*,,(S)=$~ i /‘...~~(-D;)G,Nll’(y,6)dy (r = 1, 2). (3.30) 
i,u= 1 
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Clearly, 
WF22(2) = @%I(~, + ~?22(4, (3.31) 
where IV?,,(n) represents the average of W,*,,(6) along 6’6 = ;1 (r = 1,2). If 
one substitutes (3.28) in (3.30) and considers separately the various 
possibilities regarding i, u, j, s, v, w  (e.g., they may be all unequal or some 
of them may be equal in various ways) then one obtains, after a rather 
tedious algebra, 
(3.32) 
with b(k) as in (2.16). Similarly, it can be shown that 
@‘7*,(A) = +Lp-‘a’ A&+z,o (z2)[l'Z,l + 2 tr(Z,)] + 0(i2), (3.33) 
where 1 is as in the statement of Theorem 1. The relations (3.18), (3.19), 
(3.31), (3.32), (3.33) specify @T(1) up to 0(d2). The detailed derivation of 
(3.32), (3.33) is omitted here to save space and the interested reader may 
obtain them from the author. 
Next, to evaluate W:(n), from the statement of Lemma 1 note that 
W,(t, 6) = wsl(5, 6) + ws2(5, Jh where 
W,,(L@= -~4’R(6+g)r(6+5)0(6+5)}, 
W&5,6) = $YR(6 + 5)(J 0 6). 
(3.34) 
The above follows as for every i, u, s, R;,(. ) = R,,(. ) (cf. Assumption 2). 
Hence by (2.11i), W,*(6) = W&(6) + W,*,(6), where 
w,*,(s)+.J’ W,,(-D,6) fi &y,-6,)dy (i'L2). (3.35) 
s t=1 
For i= 1, 2, let @$(A) be the average of Wti(6) along 6’6=A. Then 
q(n) = W&(A) + W,*(A). (3.36) 
AS in the proof of Theorem 2 in Mukerjee [4], it follows from (3.34), 
(3.35) that 
R&l(n) = f+%(O) k,,~.(~2)/k,.o(zz). (3.37) 
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Now to calculate W,*,(L), one requires to find R(6). By Assumptions 1,2 
and the definitions of R(6) and Q (I), it follows analogously to (3.3), (3.20) 
(see also (3.4)) that the p x p2 matrix R(6) is given by 
R(6)=E[{a(Z@Z’) Y+B(Z@Z)} Y’], (3.38) 
where the joint distribution of (Z’, Y')' is as before. Taking conditional 
expectation with respect to Y keeping Z conditionally tixed, it follows from 
(3.38) that 
R(6)=E[a(Z@Z’)&,+B*(Z@Z)Z’T,], (3.39) 
where B* is as in (2.15). Recall that for 1 < i6 p, the ith row of R(6) 
is (R,,,(h), -3 Ri,p(6), -3 R,,(6)> -2 R,,(6)). Since E[(Z x Z’) C,] = 
(Z@ 6’) L’,, it follows from (3.24) (3.25) and (3.39) that for 1 < i, U, s d p, 
where 
Rllf,‘(Y, d)=a i ajujsyj fi q5(y,-6,), (3.41) 
j= I r=l 
%fY~ @=CC f b,:;y’,‘!,,y,y,y,. fi qqy,-d,), (3.42) 
i. 0. w’ = I I=1 
and ciUis is the (j,s)th element of C, (see (3.22)). By (3.34) (3.35) 
(3.40)-(3.42), 
with 
(r = 1, 2). (3.44) 
Clearly 
%%(n) = w&,(J) + %%2(12), (3.45) 
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where IV&,,(n) is the average of W&,(6) along 6’6 = 1 (r = 1,2). Proceeding 
as in the derivation of (3.32), (3.33), it can be shown from (3.41), (3.42), 
(3.44), after a considerable algebra, the details of which can be obtained 
from the author, that 
nq&) = $Ap-‘a(-rCJ) AKp,o(z2) + O(A’), (3.46) 
l@2,(L)= $lp-’ A&+2.o (z2) c c i b(h) y:,‘.‘,, + O(J2). (3.47) 
i.u,s= 1 
The relations (3.36), (3.45)-(3.47) specify @$(A) up to 0(J2). 
Finally, to evaluate @‘c(n) observe from the statement of Lemma 1 that 
WAS, 6) = W,,(t, 6) - wg2(5, 6) + wdt, 61, where 
w,,(~,s)=~‘Cc”(6+~)E(6+5)‘b-~(6+5)’~~{(~+~)0(~+4)}l, 
W92(5, 6) = (S’b)(t’C(‘)(S + 4)L (3.48) 
w,,(~,s)=5’c(“(6+5)[6’(~T2(6O6)-r,(6O6)-m,(6))1. 
The above follows using (l.l), (2.5) and the fact that the elements of J’, 
are invariant under permutation of their sufftxes. Hence by (2.11i), 
W,*(6) = W&(d) - W&.(d) + W&(6), where for i= 1, 2, 3, 
W:;(fi,=j...j w,i(-as) ii 4(Y,-6,)&. (3.49) 
s I=1 
For i = 1, 2, 3, let m$(i) be the average of W,*, (6) along 6’6 = %. Then 
F;(l) = W,*,(l) - Wg*,(ll) + W&(/l,. (3.50) 
As in the proof of Theorem 2 in Mukerjee [4], it follows from (3.48), 
(3.49) that 
p?l(A) = w,*,(o) kp,J.(z2)/kp,0(z2)~ (3.51) 
Also by (2.5), (3.5) 
@$2(A) = $p. ’ -f b, { i b(iuu)} AKp+2&2) + o(12), (3.52) 
i= 1 u= I 
lv&(;1) = 0(12), (3.53) 
after some algebra. The relations (3.50)(3.53) specify W:(n). 
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By (2.1Oc), (3.9), (3.13), (3.15), (3.18), (3.19), (3.36), (3.37), (3.50), and 
(3.511, 
P,(A) = Ii,(n) - c,kp,n(z*) + F’:(L) + P;(n) + w;(n) 
- W:*(n) + w;*(n) - W,:(A) + m,*,(n) 
+ 1 VW) + WiYO) + W%(O) + W,(O) + Wl(W k,,~(Z2)/k,.0(Z2)~ 
(3.54) 
where R,(L) is the same for all tests in the family .&. 
From the size condition up to o(n - ’ ), we have P,(O) = 0 so that by 
(3.54) and (3.31)-(3.33), (3.45)-(3.47), (3.52), (3.53), 
ho(O) - c,k,.Jz2) + m:(o) + l@(O) + @‘f(O) 
+ W,*(O) + W,*(O) + W,:(O) + W,:(O) + W,*,(O) = 0. (3.55) 
Substituting the unique solution for co, as available from (3.55), in (3.54), 
P,(A) = ho(A) + w:(n) + IQ(A) + @y(l) - F:*(n) 
+ R&(n) - Rq2(4 + F&(n) 
- {fi,(o) + @‘T(O) + r?(O) + l@(O)} kp,>.(z2)/kp,0(z2). (3.56) 
In order to simplify (3.56) further, note that for every positive integral 0, 
d&(z2) = 2k U+2,1(z2) and that 
Uz’) = k, + $(ku+ 2 -k,) + W’), (3.57) 
where, as before, k, stands for k,,,(z2). Also note that 
k, + Jku = v - ‘z’. (3.58) 
Hence by (3.11), (3.12), (3.14), after some simplification, 
%W - &W k,,i(z2)/kp.o(z2) 
= -AP-’ c i: bi&’ k,+2+0(;12), 
i.u=l 
@‘:(A) - @to) kP,,(z2)/kp,o(z2) 
= -lp-‘(b’b) kp+*+ O(A2), 
p:(l) - @(O) k,,n(z2)/k,,o(z2) 
(3.59) 
=Ap--k,+, x 1 i bi(y!3’ mu + rl!l,> + W2), 
i.u= 1 
683/33/l-4 
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so that defining 
and using (3.8), (3.47), (3.52), (3.53), (3..57)-(3.60), 
(3.60) 
= ha + W’ i (Pfl~,,,) - K%*(A) + O(A2), (3.61) 
i= I  
where h,,(A) is the same for all tests in the family Fo. Define 
J50(4 = ho(n) + ho,(A) - UO) &L~,(z2w,.o(z2), 
which is the same for all tests in 9$. Then substituting (3.31)-(3.33), 
(3.45t(3.47), (3.60), (3.61), in (3.56) and using (3.58), Theorem 1 follows 
after some algebra. 
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